
 
 

T6 Transmitter Instructions 
 

 
 
 
 

Lights: 

 Top Red light - Battery indicator. When the transmitter is adequately 
charged this LED is solid red. When the battery is getting low it flashes 
and you should re-charge ASAP. This LED also acts as a charge indicator. 
When on charge it flashes and once fully charged it goes solid.  

 Top Blue light - Indicates that the transmitter is sending a radio signal. It 
flashes briefly as you power up but should always be solid blue when in 
use. 

 Bottom strip of lights – Helicopter battery charge indicator which gives a 
guide to state of charge of heli battery. I would advise not to try to use 
this as a way to set your flight time, using an actual timer is more 
reliable in my experience. The lights are useful for checking the charge 
state when the heli is on the ground. 

  



 
 
Switches: 

 Idle switch  - is three position and selects each of three throttle curves 
programmed into the flight controller. Switch furthest away is ‘Normal 
mode’ that is lowest headspeed. Switch in the mid position is ‘Idle-up 1’ 
which is medium headspeed suitable for sport and 3D flight. Switch 
toward you is ‘Idle-Up 2’ the highest headspeed suitable for extreme 3D 
flight. Note that when using idle up you can only stop the motor with the 
Hold switch, pulling back the Collective/throttle stick does not stop the 
motor! 

 Attitude switch - is a three position switch but only has two functions. 
Switch up and mid position are both ‘Attitude mode’. This turns on self-
levelling stability which makes the heli easy to fly but does not allow 
acrobatic flight. Switch down is 3D mode which turns off self-levelling 
stability and allows acrobatic flight. 

 Hold switch  - starts and stops the motor. 

 D/R switch - activates one of three dual rates. ‘Up’ is 70%, ‘middle’ is 
85% ‘down’ is 100%. Higher % gives more aggressive control response. 
 

Buttons. 

 There are two power buttons, you need to  press both simultaneously to 
turn on and off. Note that the throttle stick must be in the fully closed 
position when turning on, otherwise you will get an alarm beep and the 
Tx will not power up. 

 
Trims 

 There are no trim buttons. Trims are not required and should not be 
used on a flybarless heli. 

 

Charging 

 Charging port is in the rear of the Tx and accepts a standard micro USB 
plug. Charging can be done by a standard phone charger or from the 
USB socket on a PC or laptop. Charging is quite slow (it’s best to leave 
over-night) but a full charge lasts ages. You can’t over-charge, the charge 
stops automatically once fully charged. 
 

 


